We understand that retail businesses need to secure their stock as it is their most valuable asset which
is why 4 Forces offers retail outlets uniformed or un-uniformed Security Guards and Store Detectives to
help monitor security within their stores.
Our Security Guards and Store Detectives are fully trained for the unique role of retail security personnel.
They all carry radios and/or mobile phones and regularly report to a client’s management or the 4
Forces control centre. Uniformed security staff provides a highly effective visual deterrent for potential
criminals, and additional safety for both employees and customers. We also offer retail clients remote
surveillance and CCTV services to enhance the security of retail premises.
4 Forces are SIA Approved Contractors for the provision of Security Guarding and Keyholding Services.
Our professional static security guards are fully trained and experienced, uniformed personnel who
remain on-site during the day or night at one specific site for an agreed period of time. Static security
guards offer an extremely strong visual deterrent against potential criminals.
Typical sites that we provide static security cover for include retail developments and businesses,
industrial parks, warehouses, schools, construction sites and car parks where valuable commodities may
be held on the premises.
The duties of our Static Security Guards include regular security checks across the whole of the site,
monitoring CCTV screens, open/closing of the property and covering out of hours reception duties. The
security guards are often located in a Security Control Room or Gatehouse and are fully trained to cope
with any potential security breach that may arise. They are also backed by 4 Forces 24 hour control
room.

To book a consultation, call 0845 003 9500 or visit www.4forces.co.uk

Security Guarding
Patrolling your property, checking for security breaches and acting as a visual deterrent, our
professionally trained security guards will take care of your property and staff.
3

Fully trained static security guards, patrolling on site, day or night.

3

Patrolling occupied or vacant buildings.

3

From retail developments, businesses, industrial parks and warehouses to schools,
construction sites and car parks, 4 Forces Security Guards will protect your property and
assets.

3

Our guards will ensure your staff adhere to the rules and regulations set in place by your
company.

3

Our security guards are all CRB checked with a 5 year history check and hold SIA licenses.

3

A visual deterrent provided by SIA Approved Contractor.

3

4 Forces Security provides professional, vigilant security guards, giving you peace of mind.

4 Forces Security Guarding – Protecting your property, assets, customers and staff.
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Reception Security and Concierges
3

Are you looking for a friendly, professional welcome for visitors to your premises? At 4 Forces
we understand that discerning clients need to protect not only their premises and staff, but
also their data.

3

Security tailored to your business and specific needs, delivered by fully trained, SIA licensed
personnel.

3

A friendly face to meet and greet, whilst adhering to your procedures; alert at all times.

3

4 Forces reception security and concierge services – front of house security, professionally
delivered.

4 Forces Reception, Security and Concierge Services - experts in protecting businesses for
over 40 years.
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Mobile Patrol – Visible, Mobile and Professional,
for occupied or vacant sites
3

With security signage, mobile patrols and regular visibility, our clients can be assured that their
premises will remain a positive “No” to prospective criminals and trespassers.

3

For larger properties, 4 Forces will patrol the entire site using predetermined, varying routes,
ensuring high visibility and a positive presence without a detectable routine.

3

Occupied or vacant, premises are checked by security guards driving tracked, liveried vehicles,
patrolling key areas using our “Active Guard System” on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.

3

Ensuring your vacant unit remains safe and secure is equally important; 4 Forces carry out
internal and external site inspections, reporting on the structural and physical security of your
property.

Patrolling sites across the UK, 4 Forces provides a visible, mobile presence, giving you peace of
mind.
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Keyholding – Fast Local Response Team
3

Giving you peace of mind, 4 Forces Keyholding Services offer a cost effective rapid response
service, eliminating the need for staff call-outs.

3

Reducing risk to your staff and protecting your property and assets, 4 Forces will respond to
a raised alarm when the premises are closed, with security guards remaining onsite until the
situation is resolved and the site secured.

3

With no added responsibility and organisation of staff keyholders, business owners can be
assured that false alarms and genuine incidents are attended to rapidly and professionally by
our team of approved security guards.

3

We also cover Residential Properties, where we will collect post and water your plants.

3

4 Forces holds Security Industry Authority (SIA) approved contractor status for the provision of
Key Holding services.

Forces, providing Keyholding services to small, medium sized and large businesses, nationally.
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Lock and Unlock – Safe and secure each and every day
Lost count of the number of keys you have had cut for staff that have not been returned?
Staff left standing in the rain when the main key holder is off sick?
3

Increasingly, businesses are turning to lock and unlock services to reduce the security risks to
their business and additional responsibilities to their staff.

3

4 Forces Lock and Unlock services offer peace of mind to the business owner, ensuring that the
building is opened each morning and secured in the evening; responding to emergency callouts and adhering to your insurance and security procedures at all times.

3

Whether providing a permanent or temporary service, you can be sure that your property is in
safe hands.

For small, medium sized and large businesses, 4 Forces offers lock and unlock services throughout
the UK.
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Dog Handling
A formidable team protecting you, your property and assets
With a heightened sense of smell and hearing, dogs are able to sense disturbances and intruders
much earlier than security guards alone. Where circumstances prevail, our security dogs are able
to respond and act upon commands by our professional handlers, creating an effective visual
deterrent to potential criminals.
One security dog and handler can effectively patrol a large area, thus reducing security costs.
Our security dogs are trained to protect the handler and will territorially protect your property in a
controlled and professional manner. A formidable team protecting you, your property and assets.
Our dog handlers are all professionally trained and are members of the National Association of
Security Dog Users (NASDU) and the British Institute of Professional Dog Handlers.
4 Forces dog handling, protecting you and your premises for over 40 years.
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ISO 9001:2008, ISO14001:2004
BH OHSAS 18001:2007
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Accreditations
Register of Approved Contractors, lists all of the organisations that have met the
requirements for the Approved Contractor Scheme. These organisations have
distinguished themselves as being amongst the best providers of private security
services in the UK.

Shows commitment to providing a high level of customer satisfaction. Demonstrates
the existence of an effective quality management system that satisfies the rigours of an
independent, external audit.
ISO 9001:2008, ISO14001:2004
BH OHSAS 18001:2007

The BSIA is the trade association for the professional private security industry in
the UK. Members are responsible for more than 70% of UK security.
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Special Offer Rates
Static Guarding................ from £9.95
Mobile Patrols................. from £7.25
Vacant Units................... from £10.00
Reception Security.......... from £9.95
Keyholding................... from £250.00
Unlock & Lockup........... from £10.50
Dog Handling................. from £15.50
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